Subject: ACRE Resources for August 14th deadline

farmandc Subscriber:

The August 14th deadline for deciding whether to enroll a FSA farm in ACRE for 2009 is quickly approaching. Resources describing the ACRE election available on farmdoc have been compiled in a new ACRE Resources section on the policy page at: http://www.farmdoc.uiuc.edu/policy/index.asp.

Resources include three webcasts that describe the ACRE program. These webcasts include information presentations by Doug Yoder of the Illinois Farm Bureau and Stan Wilson of the Farm Service. Links also give the ACRE Comparison tool, a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet for evaluating ACRE payments under alternative prices and yields. A series of written articles also are linked to in this section.

Please view the ACRE Resources section of farmdoc at: http://www.farmdoc.uiuc.edu/policy/index.asp.
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